Layout Table
The Layout Table is ideal for creative users, itÕs wide open worktop perfect
for drawing, model making and writing. The Table comes with 3 tool
trays, each with different storage capabilities. Pick your favourite based
on the stationery you use most, be it fine liners, sketching pencils or
drafting compasses. One tool tray slots neatly into the table just below the
work surface ready for easy access.
The tables worktop can be removed and flipped, allowing both sides to
be used- a great way to keep messy tasks and formal working separate.
Keep one side clean for general work and the other Ôspoil sideÕ messy
model making or sketching.
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Materials

All Opendesks are made from quality, FSC-certified baltic plywood.
Coming from managed forestry itÕs good to know your desk was
sustainably grown.

License

CC BY
You can use and adapt the design for any purpose, even commercially, as
long as you credit the designer.
Under the following terms: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

Pricing

Get quotes directly from makers near you:
* Request and receive quotes (typically within 48 hours)
* Choose your preferred maker-quote and pay online
* Receive your locally-made furniture direct from the maker

Designer

Designed and shared openly by:
Josh Worley

Josh was born and raised in the leafy suburbs of Surrey, England before
graduating from Central Saint Martins with a First Class Honours Degree in
Product Design in 2014. He has spent some of the most exciting and
challenging years of his career at Opendesk. Here he has progressed from
Designer to Lead Designer to Content Lead, before taking on his current
position as Head of Design. In his current position Josh maintains a
holistic view of design from the direction and development of physical
products to the conceptualisation and realisation of digital tooling
through which these products are distributed.
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